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Abstract: Soil drought is an important problem in plant cultivation. Remote sensing using reflectance
indices (RIs) can detect early changes in plants caused by soil drought. The development of new
RIs which are sensitive to these changes is an important applied task. Previously, we revealed
46 normalized difference RIs based on a spectral region of visible light which were sensitive to the
action of a short-term water shortage on pea plants under controlled conditions. In the current work,
we tested the efficiency of these RIs for revealing changes in pea and wheat plants induced by the
soil drought under the conditions of both a vegetation room and open ground. RI (613, 605) and RI
(670, 432) based on 613 and 605 nm wavelengths and on 670 and 432 nm wavelengths, respectively,
were effective for revealing the action of the soil drought on investigated objects. Particularly, RI
(613, 605) and RI (670, 432) which were measured in plant canopy, were significantly increased by the
strong soil drought. The correlations between these indices and relative water content in plants were
strong. Revealed effects were observed in both pea and wheat plants, at the plant cultivation under
controlled and open-ground conditions, and using different angles of measurement. Thus, RI (613,
605) and RI (670, 432) seem to be effective tools for the remote sensing of plant changes under soil
drought.

Keywords: soil drought; plant remote sensing; normalized reflectance index; pea; wheat; relative
water content

1. Introduction

Agriculture is a very important field of human activity, is the basis of food secu-
rity. However, environmental stressors (e.g., soil drought) can strongly decrease plant
productivity [1]. There are several reasons for the increasing frequency of drought events.
Global climate change causes frequent hot summers and droughts [2,3]. The decrease in
forest surface area caused by human activity leads to additional stimulation for soil drought
development [4]. Additionally, the high temperature and pollution of the environment
leads to a reduction in the availability of water in the ground [2,5].

The water deficit causes the closing of stomates and a decrease in photosynthetic CO2
assimilation [1,6]. Prolonged drought decreases growth processes, total plant biomass, and
crops [1], and induces oxidative stress which can additionally modify quality of fruits and
vegetables [7] including decreases in weight, changes in the accumulation of sugars, pH,
and proteins, and other factors.

Early detection of a drought’s action on plants using remote sensing methods can be
important for finding solutions for this problem. These methods are actively developed
and permit the estimation of parameters of plant growth and productivity [8–10], reveal
specific signs of damage [11,12], and have other helpful qualities. Efficiency, availability
and environmental friendliness are necessary properties of methods of remote sensing of
plants. The optical methods correspond to these requirements [13,14]. Particularly, the
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analysis of the spectral parameters of reflected light on the basis of reflectance indices (RIs)
are widely used for remote sensing [15,16].

The spectra of reflected light, including the visible region, which is related to changes
in light absorption by photosynthetic pigments, can be very informative. Chlorophylls
are the main photosynthetic pigments [17]; their content is sensitive to the action of stres-
sors. Particularly, the actions of many stressors increase the concentration ratio of chloro-
phyll a to chlorophyll b [18,19] and decrease the concentration ratio of chlorophylls to
carotenoids [18,20,21]. Transitions in xanthophyll cycle which are strongly related to pho-
tosynthetic processes (through changes in a luminal pH in chloroplasts [22]) are another
detector of early photosynthetic stress changes in plants [23]. Another important pigment
is an anthocyanin. Its increased content shows an adaptation of a plant to illumination with
high intensity, as anthocyanin eliminates reactive oxygen species (ROS) [21,24].

Thus, plant photosynthetic pigments are sensitive to environmental factors and can be
reliable indicators of stress changes in plants. The changes in the content of pigments are
widely used for revealing plant damage or plant adaptation to variable environment condi-
tions [9,25]. It is interesting that pigment reflectance indices related to concentrations of
photosynthetic pigments can be also informative for the estimation of plant senescence [20],
luminal pH changes [26,27], xanthophyll cycle activity [28], photosynthetic CO2 assimila-
tion [29,30], light use efficiency [9,31,32], and other processes. Meta-analyses show that
pigment reflectance indices are effective tools for the remote sensing of plants [25,33–35].

However, the search for new effective reflectance indices is an important problem in
the development of plant remote sensing. The complex analysis of spectra of reflected light
can show spectral regions which are the most sensitive to the actions of stressors [12,36].
Some combinations of different investigated wavelengths, which are used for the calcu-
lation of RIs, can be potentially related to specific processes in investigated plants. For
example, heatmaps of correlation or regression coefficients between RIs and photosyn-
thetic parameters can show new reflectance indices which are most sensitive to action of
stressors [12,36]. The complex investigation of significances and directions of differences
between RIs in control and stressed plants, as well as the elaboration of heatmaps based on
these parameters, can also be effective tools for the analysis of reflectance spectra [37,38].
Potentially, revealed indices can be used for the estimation of plant physiological processes
and their tolerance under actions of stressors.

There are several RIs which are considered to be sensitive to the action of drought
on plants. It is known [39–46] that water deficit can influence water indices (e.g., Water
Index (WI), Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI), Moisture Stress Index (MSI), or
Normalized Multi-Band Drought Index (NMDI)), pigment indices (e.g., Photochemical
Reflectance Index (PRI)), and vegetation indices (e.g., Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI)). It should be noted that some indices (e.g., WI [40]) can be used for the direct
estimation of the water content in plants. However, the development of new drought-
sensitive RIs remains the important task which can be solved on basis of the complex
analysis with using heatmaps of changes in all possible reflectance indices.

Previously, in a complex manner, we analysed the sensitivity of normalized difference
reflectance indices in the visible spectral region to the action of a short-term water shortage
(a simple model of soil drought) on pea seedlings [38]. We preliminarily revealed 46 RIs
which may be potentially sensitive to drought. The aim of the current work is to further
analyze the efficiency of using these revealed RIs in detection of action of the soil drought
on plants. Two plant species (pea and wheat) were investigated. Both pea and wheat
were investigated under the laboratory conditions; hyperspectral measurements were
performed at 45◦ and 90◦ angles to the ground plane. Only wheat was investigated under
the open-ground conditions with measurements at a 45◦ angle to the ground plane.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Cultivation and Induction of Soil Drought

For the experiments, 2–4-week-old pea (Pisum sativum L., variety “Albumen”) and
wheat (Triticum aestivum L., variety “Zlata”) plants were used. These plants were used as
model plants for revealing new effective RIs in our investigation because both pea and,
especially, wheat are important agricultural plants typically cultivated under open-ground
conditions and strongly affected by drought. Additionally, a preliminary complex analysis
of reflectance indices under the action of the short-term water shortage [38], which showed
a list of 46 reflectance indices analyzed in the current work, was based on the investigation
of pea plants.

There were two variants of plant cultivation. First, pea and wheat plants were cul-
tivated under controlled conditions in the vegetation room under a 16/8 h (light/dark)
photoperiod at 24 ◦C; luminescent lamps FSL YZ18RR (Foshan Electrical And Lighting
Co., Ltd., Foshan, China) were used for illumination. Second, wheat plants were cultivated
under open-ground conditions in July 2021 (duration of light in the day was about 18 h,
averaged day and night temperature were 27 and 18 ◦C, respectively).

Pea and wheat plants were cultivated in pots with a standard soil (universal soil
“Dobrii pomoshnik”, Morris Green). Each group included 45 pots with plants under control
conditions and 45 pots with plants under drought conditions; the pots each contained
9 plants. Three pallets were used in each experiment (Figure S1); 30 pots (15 pots under
control conditions and 15 pots under the soil drought) were placed in each pallet.

Plants were irrigated every 2 days before the initiation of the experiment; uncontrolled
irrigation of plants under open-ground conditions was excluded. The soil drought was
induced by termination of irrigation; control plants were irrigated every 2 days.

2.2. Relative Water Content Estimation

Relative water content (RWC) was estimated in control and experimental plants after
the soil drought initiation. Fresh (FW) and dry (DW) weights of plants were measured
for all plants of each pot. DW was measured after 2 h of high-temperature action in a
TV-20-PZ-K thermostat (Kasimov Instrument Plant, Kasimov, Russia) (about 100 ◦C). The
relative water content was calculated by Equation (1):

RWC =
FW−DW

FW
100 % (1)

Equation (1) was also used for estimation of the RWC in the soil (under conditions of
vegetation room and open-ground conditions) with irrigation (control) or without irrigation
(drought). It was shown (Figure S2) that termination of the irrigation induced a strong
decrease in the soil RWC after 1 and 2 weeks of the drought.

2.3. Hyperspectral Measurements and Analysis of Images

Hyperspectral images were obtained in control and experimental plants every 2 days
after the soil drought initiation. Pallets containing 30 pots with plants were used in hyper-
spectral measurements as model of the plant canopy. Measurements were performed under
luminescence illumination (plants cultivated in the vegetation room) or sunlight (plants
cultivated under open-ground conditions). The white reference panel for a hyperspectral
camera Specim IQ (Specim, Spectral Imaging Ltd., Oulu, Finland) was used as reflectance
standard in each measurement.

The hyperspectral camera Specim IQ (400–1000 nm spectral range, 204 spectral bands,
3 nm sampling interval, 0.2 megapixel matrix) was used for hyperspectral measurements.
Reflectance of plants cultivated in the vegetation room (pea and wheat) was measured at
45◦ (“side view”) and 90◦ (“view from above”) angles to the ground plane; the distance
between the plants and the camera was about 1 m. Reflectance of plants cultivated under
open-ground conditions (wheat) was measured at a 45◦ angle to the ground plane; the
distance between the canopy and the camera was about 1.5 m.
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Hypercubes containing results of hyperspectral measurements were analyzed using
a program which was specially developed for this task using Python coding language
(libraries Spectral and Numpy). Each slice of the hypercube represented image of plants
on the specific wavelength of the reflected light. Values of reflectance at two specific
wavelengths (Rx and Ry where x and y were values of these wavelengths) were written
from arrays, and a specific normalized reflectance index (RI) was calculated by Equation (2):

RI(x, y) =
Rx − Ry

Rx + Ry
(2)

We previously showed [38] that there were 46 RIs which were sensitive to the action
of the short-term water shortage (the simple model of the soil drought) in pea plants with
spatially fixed leaves. In current analysis, we used 46 pairs of values of reflectance (Rx and
Ry); the pairs corresponded to these 46 RIs which were potentially sensitive to drought.

The investigation of pallets with pots (imitation of plant canopy) required the auto-
matic exclusion of the background from images. For a solution for this task, we used masks
excluding background RIs which were not related to plants. The reflectance at 543 nm (high
leaf reflectance and a low light absorption) and 661 nm (low leaf reflectance and high light
absorption by chlorophylls), which were optimal for the separation of photosynthetic plants
from the background, were used for these masks. RIs corresponding to the background
with low reflectance at 543 nm (e.g., the soil) and/or high reflectance at 661 nm (e.g., the
white reference panel) were not analyzed.

Figure 1 shows examples of using masks for excluding the background in investigation
(for RI (670, 432), which was one of the investigated RIs): RGB images and pseudocolor
RI (670, 432) images in pea (upper panels) and wheat (lower panels) plants were shown.
Only measurements at a 90◦ angle to the ground plane (“View from above”) were shown
in this figure. It was shown that the used procedure eliminated background. Small part
of green plants was also excluded from images; however, the most of green plants were
observed after the background exclusion. Thus, this background exclusion was used for
further analysis in our work. Figure S3 shows examples of using masks for excluding the
background of images at hyperspectral measurements at 45◦ angle to the ground plane
(“side view”).
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2.4. Statisitics

Separate pots were considered as repetitions in the current investigation. The number
of investigated pots was 45 for all variants of hyperspectral measurements and 4–6 for
measurements of RWC. Figures show mean values, standard errors (SEs), scatter plots,
linear regression equations and determination coefficients [47]. Significance of differences
was estimated by a Student’s t-test.

3. Results
3.1. The Changes in Investigated Normalized Reflectance Indices

Earlier [38], we analyzed the influence of a short-term water shortage, a simple exper-
imental model of soil drought, on reflectance in pea seedlings. The complex analysis of
reflected light was performed using heatmaps of significance and directions of differences
between RIs in control and stressed plants. We preliminarily revealed 46 RIs which were
sensitive to action of the soil water shortage; correlation analysis showed strong relations
between these 46 RIs and water content in plants. Further analysis of efficiency of these
indices was the task of the current investigation.

Table 1 shows the directions of drought-induced changes in these 46 RIs (decrease or
increase) in comparison to control values of the same RIs (in plants with irrigation) which
were observed in the current work. Only significant differences between RIs in plants
under drought conditions and control plants were analyzed. It should be noted that the
magnitudes of these changes increased with the increase of the duration of the soil drought.
The duration of the soil drought, which was necessary for the initiation of these changes,
was not analyzed at this stage of the investigation.

It was shown that the most of investigated RIs in pea plants under soil drought were
significantly changed in comparison to the values of these RIs in irrigated plants. There
were different directions of these changes in different plants, under different conditions of
plant cultivation, or at different angles of measurement. The result was contradictory to our
previous work [38], which showed an increase in all investigated RIs under the short-term
water shortage.
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Table 1. The directions of drought-induced changes in 46 normalized reflectance indices. These
RIs were revealed in our previous work [38]. ↑—RI in plants under soil drought was significantly
increased (p < 0.05) in comparison to control plants with irrigation; ↓—RI in plants under soil drought
was significantly decreased in comparison to control plants; 0—significant changes in RI in plants
under soil drought in comparison to control plants was not observed. Terms “view from above”
and “side view” showed results of hyperspectral measurements at 90◦ and 45◦ angles to the ground
plane, respectively. RIs which were significantly increased under the soil drought in all variants of
experiments are marked by blue, while RIs which were significantly changed (with different direction
of these changes) under the soil drought in all variants of experiments are marked by grey.

Reflectance Index
Pea, Laboratory Wheat, Laboratory Wheat, Open Ground

View from Above Side View View from Above Side View Side View

RI (476, 449) 0 0 ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (487, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 0
RI (487, 458) 0 0 0 ↑ ↑
RI (490, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 0
RI (496, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 0
RI (496, 478) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (496, 484) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (499, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 0
RI (499, 449) ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ 0
RI (499, 470) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (499, 478) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (499, 484) 0 0 0 ↓ 0
RI (505, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 0
RI (505, 449) ↓ ↓ 0 0 0
RI (505, 470) ↓ ↓ 0 ↓ ↓
RI (505, 478) ↓ ↓ 0 ↓ ↓
RI (508, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 0
RI (513, 420) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (613, 605) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (622, 441) ↓ ↓ ↑ 0 0
RI (628, 420) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (628, 441) ↓ ↓ ↑ 0 0
RI (634, 420) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (634, 441) ↓ ↓ ↑ 0 0
RI (637, 420) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (637, 441) ↓ ↓ ↑ 0 0
RI (655, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (655, 441) 0 0 ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (658, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (658, 441) 0 0 ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (661, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (661, 441) 0 0 ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (667, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (667, 441) 0 0 ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (670, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (670, 432) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (676, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (679, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (682, 420) ↑ ↑ 0 0 ↑
RI (688, 420) ↑ 0 0 0 ↑
RI (688, 432) ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑
RI (691, 420) 0 0 0 0 0
RI (691, 441) ↓ ↓ ↑ 0 0
RI (697, 420) ↓ ↓ 0 0 0
RI (697, 441) ↓ ↓ 0 0 0
RI (700, 441) ↓ ↓ 0 0 0
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It was also shown that some RIs were significantly changed in wheat plants under soil
drought (Table 1). Some of these RIs were decreased, while other RIs were increased under
the soil drought. It was important to note that directions of changes in RIs often differed in
pea and wheat plants.

On basis of Table 1, we revealed RIs which were significantly changed in both wheat
and pea plants at all investigated conditions (marked by color). There were two RIs,
RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432) (Table 1, marked by blue), which were significantly increased
in comparison to control in all experimental variants. This result was in a good accordance
with our previous results [38], which showed an increase in the number of RIs under
short-term water shortage. RI (688, 432) was also significantly changed under soil drought;
however, the directions of these changes differed in pea and wheat plants—this index was
decreased in pea plants and was increased in wheat plants (Table 1, marked by grey).

These results showed that two indices from 46 preliminarily revealed RIs
(RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432)) were sensitive to drought-induced changes in plants
at different experimental conditions, including the induction of short-term water shortage
or prolonged soil drought, measurements of single leaves or canopy, using different plant
species, the application of controlled or uncontrolled growth conditions, and using different
angles for the spectral measurements. Further, we analyzed these indices in more detail.

3.2. The Influence of Soil Drought on Reflectance Indices and RWC in Pea and Wheat under
Controlled Conditions

We induced soil drought by the termination of plant irrigation. The soil drought
continued for about 2 weeks for pea and 2.5 weeks for wheat plants; this drought was
initiated in 2-old-week plants. The drought caused a significant decrease of RWC with
maximal magnitude equaling to about 10% in pea and about 61% in wheat (Figure 2).
Plants looked withered at the end of the drought. The significant differences between
control and droughted pea plants were observed for all days of the drought; however,
these differences were small at 1–5 days and large at 7–13 days (Figure 2a). The significant
differences between the control and experimental wheat plants were observed after 14 days
of soil drought (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. The influence of soil drought on relative water content (RWC) in pea (a) and wheat (b)
under controlled conditions of laboratory. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

After this, we analyzed the changes in RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432) in pea and wheat
caused by soil drought. These indices were measured at the view from above (90◦) and side
view (45◦). It was shown that RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432) were the most effective indices
for revealing soil drought’s action on pea and wheat plants among 46 other reflectance
indices (Table 1), which were shown in [38]. Figure 3 shows the dynamics of changes in
RI (613, 605).
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Figure 3. The influence of the soil drought on RI (613, 605) in pea and wheat plants cultivated under
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at the view from above; (d) the measurement of RI (613, 605) in wheat at the side view. * p < 0.05;
** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

For reflectance measurements from the view from above, significant differences be-
tween RI (613, 605) in control and experimental plants were initiated from the 5th day of
soil drought in pea and from the 7th day in wheat (Figure 3a,c). It was shown that the
dynamics of changes in RI (613, 605) were not modified at the measurement of reflectance
from the side view. It should be additionally noted that measurements with different angles
to the ground plane did not influence the values of RI (613, 605) and the magnitudes of
its changes.

The correlation analysis showed strong negative linear relations between values of
RI (613, 605) and RWC under development of the soil drought (Figure 4). Absolute values
of these correlation coefficients were more than 0.9, and values of determination coefficients
for linear regression were more than 0.85 (Figure 4). However, the magnitudes of changes
in RI (613, 605) were relatively small.

RI (670, 432) was significantly changed from the 9th day of the soil drought in pea and
from the 7–9 day in wheat (Figure 5). It was shown that RI (670, 432) was more sensitive to
the angle of the camera at the reflectance measurements than RI (613, 605). Particularly, an
increase in RI (670, 432) in pea was only observed during the final days of the soil drought
at hyperspectral measurements from the side view (Figure 5b). In contrast, the increase of
this index was observed from the 9th day of the soil drought from the view from above
(Figure 5a). The changes in RI (670, 432) in wheat observed from measurements from the
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side view quantitatively differed from these changes measured from the view from above
(Figure 5c,d).

The correlation analysis showed strong negative relations between RI (670, 432) and
RWC from the measurement from the view from above (Figure 6). Absolute values of these
correlation coefficients were more than 0.9 and determination coefficients for the linear
regressions were more than 0.85. A significant relation was also observed in wheat plants
from the reflectance measurements from the side view (R < −0.9, R2 > 0.85) (Figure 6d).
However, the linear correlation between RI (670, 432) and RWC in pea from measurements
from the side view was moderate (Figure 6b).
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3.3. The Influence of Soil Drought on Reflectance Indices and RWC in Wheat under Open-Ground
Conditions

In the next stage of the investigation, we analyzed the efficiency of RI (613, 605) and
RI (670, 432) for revealing the action of soil drought on wheat plants which were cultivated
under open-ground conditions. The hyperspectral measurements were only performed
from the side view. It was shown that RWC was significantly decreased from the 8th day of
the soil drought (Figure 7). The water loss was about 42% before the termination of the soil
drought; plants were withered by this time.
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Significant increases of reflectance indices were observed from the 5th day of the soil
drought for RI (613, 605) (Figure 8a) and from the 7th day for RI (670, 432) (Figure 8b). The
relations of these two indices to RWC were also strong: correlation coefficients were more
negative than −0.9 and determination coefficients were more than 0.85 (Figure 9). This
result showed that RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432) were also effective for the estimation of
the action of the soil drought on investigated plants under the open-ground conditions.
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Figure 9. Scatter plots between RWC and RI (613, 605) (a) and between RWC and RI (670, 432) (b)
which were measured in wheat cultivated under open-ground conditions (n = 6). Only the side view
was used for hyperspectral measurements. Corresponding averaged values from Figures 7 and 8
were used for the scatter plots. R and R2 are correlation and determination coefficients. Correlation
coefficients were significant for all variants.

4. Discussion

Soil drought is an important environmental factor which can strongly decrease the
productivity of agricultural plants [1,2]. Early revealing actions of soil drought on plants
(including, maybe, spatially differentiated revealing) is a basis for further plant protection.
Remote sensing of plant stress changes based on measurements of reflectance at specific
spectral bands or measurements of whole reflectance spectra is the perspective tool for the
revealing of the actions of drought on plants [38,45]. These measurements are used for the
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calculation of reflectance indices. There are the indices which are sensitive to the plant
stress changes including drought (e.g., the water indices [39–42], pigment indices [43–45],
or vegetation indices [44,46]). However, the development of new drought-sensitive RIs
remains the important task.

Using complex analysis of all possible RIs, which were based on the spectral range of
visible light, and the construction of heatmaps of significances and direction of difference
between these RIs in control and experimental plants [38], we preliminarily revealed
46 RIs which were effective for the estimation of the short-term water shortage which was
induced in pea plants by the termination of the irrigation of the sand growth substrate for
5 days. These RIs were strongly related to relative water content and maximal quantum
yield of photosystem II in used experimental conditions (plant cultivation under controlled
conditions and measurements in spatially fixed leaves by spectrometer); however, the
efficiency of these indices required further checking. In this current work, we analyze the
efficiencies of these RIs for revealing the influence of the prolonged soil drought on plants
using two plant species (pea and wheat), the application of two variants of measurements
(“view from above” with a 90◦ angle to the ground plane and “side view” with a 45◦

angle to the ground plane), measuring the canopy of investigated plants by hyperspectral
camera, and the analysis of plants cultivated under conditions of the vegetation room and
open-ground conditions.

We show (Table 1) that changes in reflectance indices in plants under action of the
soil drought vary in a wide range for different RIs. Some of these indices are effective for
soil drought for pea plants and some RIs can be used only for wheat plants. However,
RI (670, 432) and RI (613, 605) are universally effective for indicating soil drought because
the increase of these indices is observed in both pea and wheat plants; this result is in
good accordance with the increase in these indices under short-term water shortage [38].
Conditions of measurement (view from above or side view, laboratory or open-ground
conditions) do not strongly influence this efficiency. In contrast, RI (688, 432), which is also
changed in all investigated variants (Table 1), is ambiguous, because it can increase (wheat)
or decrease (pea) during soil drought.

These differences between current results and the results of our previous work [38] can
be attributed to the following reasons. (i) Short-term water shortage can induce changes
in RIs which are not observed in prolonged drought. The short-term water shortage in
the sand growth substrate develops very quickly; the water loss is 13% for 5 days in
pea plants [38]. In contrast, the water loss is 10% for 13 days in pea plants during soil
drought (Figure 2a). Potentially, these differences in dynamic of the water loss under the
short-term water shortage and prolonged soil drought can induce different plant stress
responses. (ii) Different plant species can have specific characteristics of spectra of light
absorption and reflectance [48,49]. A shift in these spectra can be caused by the formation
of specific pigment–protein complexes [17], variations in pigment ratios [50,51], different
leaf structures [16,49], and others. Some authors note individual optical signs of plants
which can be related to their physiological state [48,52,53], i.e., plants of different species
with different characteristics in their stress responses can have different changes in light
absorption and reflectance spectra under the action of stressors. These points can explain
differences in the responses of RIs in pea and wheat.

However, our past work [38] and the current investigation show that RI (613, 605)
and RI (670, 432) are effective in different plant species, for both short-term water shortage
and prolonged soil drought, for cultivation under the conditions of a vegetation room and
open-ground conditions, and at different angles of measurements. Thus, RI (613, 605) and
RI (670, 432) seem to be very interesting for practical application, and our current work
is focused on these indices. Nevertheless, it should be noted that optical filters for the
measurement of RI (613, 605) should have a very narrow spectral band that can restrict
application of this index

RI (613, 605) has high sensitivity to the influence of soil drought on plants (Figures 3 and 8)
and strong relationships to the relative water content (Figures 4 and 9a); soil drought
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increases RI (613, 605) in pea and wheat plants. It is known that the light absorption at
about 613 and 605 nm wavelengths is related to concentrations of chlorophyll a (Chl a)
and chlorophyll b (Chl b) [17,53]; contributions of these chlorophylls in light absorption
is differed for 613 and 605 nm. Thus, we propose that RI (613, 605) can be related to the
ratio of these chlorophylls (Chl a/Chl b). It is known that the degradation of chlorophylls
has a response on the drought action. Most authors show that Chl a/Chl b is an important
parameter for the estimation of plant stress development including drought stress [18,19].
The degradation of chlorophylls occurs at different rates: Chl a can be degraded slower than
Chl b (and Chl a/Chl b increase) [18,54,55]; potentially, it can influence light reflectance at
613 and 605 nm and induce changes RI (613, 605).

RI (670, 432) is also increased under soil drought in all investigated variants
(Table 1, Figures 5 and 8). The spectra of light absorption by pigments show that 432
and 670 nm approximately correspond to peaks of Chl a; the light absorption at 432 nm
wavelength is additionally related to carotenoids which absorb light in the blue spectral
region (about 360–520 nm) [17,53]. It is known that the degradation rate of carotenoids
under stress conditions is lower than that of chlorophylls [18,20,21]. This difference in the
pigments’ degradation rates causes a decrease in light absorption in the red spectral range
(related to absorption by Chl a) in comparison to this absorption in the blue spectral region
(related to the light absorption by both Chl a and carotenoids); as a result, the difference
(R670—R432) can be increased under drought because the decrease in light absorption in-
creases reflectance. This mechanism is in a good accordance with the results of our previous
investigation of broadband indices [56], which show that a drought-induced increase of
reflectance in the red spectral range is more than the increase of reflectance in the blue
spectral region.

Additionally, RI (688, 432), which has different directions of drought-induced changes
in peas (significant decrease) and wheat (significant increase) (Table 1), can also be in-
teresting for analysis. The absorption of light by Chl a and b at 688 nm wavelength is
low [17]; i.e., changes in light absorption are not a probable reason for changes in R688.
The hyperspectral camera can also measure chlorophyll fluorescence which has a spectral
maximum at 683 nm [57]. This means that this emission of fluorescence caused by the
redistribution of energy in photosynthetic apparatus can also increase apparent reflectance,
and the difference (R688—R432) and RI (688, 432) can be increased in comparison with these
parameters without fluorescence. It is known that the influence of stressors on fluores-
cence can be intricate: the overreduction of the photosynthetic electron transport chain
should increase the chlorophyll fluorescence [58,59]; in contrast, stress-induced forming
of the non-photochemical quenching of the chlorophyll fluorescence should decrease its
intensity [23,60,61]. This means that stressors can increase or decrease RI (688, 432) at
different ratios of processes stimulation and suppression of fluorescence (e.g., in different
plant species) which is in good accordance with our results.

Further, we show that the angle of the camera for the reflectance measurements
(45 or 90◦) weakly influence values of RI (613, 605) (Figure 3) and the relationships between
RI (613, 605) and RWC (Figure 4); however, the slope of linear regressions have some
variations. RI (670, 432) is more sensitive to the angle of the camera for the reflectance
measurements (Figure 5) because values of changes in this index can be dependent on this
angle; slopes of linear regressions for RI (670, 432) also show some variations (Figure 6).
Potentially, this result can be caused by different light absorption by leaves for blue and
red light [62,63]; it means that reflectance at blue and red light can be dependent on the
angle of measurement in different manners and indices based on the reflectance of both
blue and red light can be more affected by the angle of measurement.

Finally, we show that RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432) are also sensitive to the action
of the soil drought (Figure 8) and are strongly related to RWC (Figure 9) under the open-
ground condition. This result additionally supports that these indices can be used for the
remote sensing of soil drought’s action on plants.
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Thus, we show that RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432) are effective for the estimation of
the influence of soil drought on plants under controlled and open-ground conditions. It is
important that these indices can be used for pea and wheat plants, which differ significantly
in leaf optical properties. This means that we can expect that these indices will be also
effective for other plant species. Analysis of the efficiency of RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432)
in the revealing action of other types of stressors in other plant species is an important task
for future investigation.

5. Conclusions

In this current work, we analyzed the efficiency of 46 new reflectance indices based
on the 400–700 nm spectral region for the estimation of plant changes induced by soil
drought; these RIs were preliminarily revealed in our previous work [38]. We revealed
two RIs (RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432)), which were increased under the action of soil
drought on plants. The correlations between these indices and relative water content in
plants were strong. Revealed effects were observed in both pea and wheat plants, for plant
cultivation under both controlled and open-ground conditions, and using different angles
of measurements. It was probable that RI (613, 605) could be related to changes in the ratio
between chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b, and RI (670, 432) could be related to the decrease
of the ratio between chlorophylls and carotenoids.

Thus, RI (613, 605) and RI (670, 432) seem to be an effective tool for the remote sensing
of plant changes under soil drought. It is probable that these indices can be an effective tool
for the remote sensing of plants under the action of other stressors; however, this problem
requires further investigation.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14071731/s1, Figure S1: Schema of pots arrangement at the
cultivation of plant in vegetation room and under open-ground conditions, Figure S2: Changes in
relative water content (RWC) in the soil at drought in vegetation room and under open-ground
conditions (n = 6), Figure S3: Examples of RGB image and pseudocolor RI image after excluding
background.
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